
Pinnacle Hip-Hop Case Study

Pinnacle Hip-Hop is a music streaming digital platform. It provides music content from a
range of independent and significant libraries. The digital platform users can either subscribe
to a "Freemium" model. They can even pay a premium to access extra features without
advertisements.

Other artists praise the service for its strength to deliver a legal alternative to piracy, where
artists can gain relevant information about their listeners and are remunerated on a per-play
basis. Additionally, the platform caters to the needs of artists, listers, and music industry
professionals to identify perceived requirements and positive developments.

Working of Pinnacle Hip-Hop
A streaming platform benefits artists, advertisers, and listeners. These three pillars
summarise the plan of Pinnacle Hip-Hop. The platform has separate advertisers, artists, and
users as well.

First Steps
Once the user signs up with the platform, it enables users to choose their favorite music
trends. It searched through millions of tracks available within the database.

User Account
The sign-up process is simple; it needs an email address and a few basic information. Users
can even add their images and different preferences.

Managing List
Pinnacle Hip-Hop enables the admin to manage the list to provide users with the best
content on the digital streaming platform. The music can be sorted by different moods,
genres, charts, and trends.

Features
Users and artists have access to the personal library. Users can preview the songs they
played recently as well as shuffle through saved stations, tracks, videos, and playlists. Each
track can be liked and disliked by clicking on the option available.

Similarly, it's possible to look through similar artists and songs. The panel allows quick
access to different sections of the "Premium," "Blogs," "Song Request," "Artist List," "Show
Schedule," "Advertising," "Shop," and "Cart."

Business Model
Pinnacle Hip-Hop can be used free of charge; however, the admin plans to advance paid
plans. The free version contains ads that profit both advertisers and artists.

The artists can publish audio content. Artists can receive feedback from their audience and
viewing stats and reports on listening, also by the location of the audience.



Advertisers can use a wide range of ad formats to suit their goals. The account offers an
analysis of target audience feedback, along with statistics, views, and reports on the number
of plays. There are possibilities to promote content over different channels and social
networks.

Key Features to Look into Pinnacle Hip-Hop
There are numerous features that need to be integrated into the streaming solution. It
ensures to make the necessary tasks easier and faster for the admin, users, and artist. The
list of key features that we included in the solution includes:

● Artist and User registration;
● Quick sign-in process;
● Manage profile;
● Content search;
● Payment gateway;
● Comments;
● Notifications;
● User settings;
● Multi-language support;
● Administrator panel.

There are many other features that ensure to add value to the streaming platform. Hence we
have integrated a few advanced features into the platform. When considering the product
functionality, our team considers industry-specific requirements and includes the following
features into the streaming platform.

Stripe Payment Integration
Our team has integrated Stripe as a payment gateway to provide a safer and effective
payment solution to platform users. The payment gateway makes it easier for users to switch
to a premium account and enjoy the premium content they want to leverage.

In-app Purchase
Integration of an in-app purchase feature makes it easier for admin to prompt users to spend
money on subscriptions, add-ons, and premium features. It helps to provide additional
features to the users while serving users to sign up and pay a fee to use the solution, often
after an initial free trial.

What is Our Team Contribution to Pinnacle Hip-Hop
● The music distribution cross-platform platform developed for the web, Android, and

iOS;
● The system is integrated with advertising platforms so that the streaming platform

has the ability for monetization;
● Publishing tools designed and developed;
● Problem-solving and testing.

Development Process of Pinnacle Hip-Hop



The client was looking to roll out a music streaming platform that helps budding artists or
musicians upload songs and connect with their fans. They wanted to serve as a go-to option
for listeners to stream music for free. Listeners can also prefer to choose to go with a
premium plan to enjoy more functionalities and other things.

To build the platform, clients needed development support from the experienced team to
cater to their goals with prompt solutions. And Alphanso Tech provided them with needed
support and executed the project.

The music streaming platform sector is highly competitive. Hence the biggest challenge was
to make sure that the music streaming platform looks unique and provides the best
experience to users.

Also, our development team handled all the stages of development, beginning from product
analysis to testing to completion. It has to be a robust solution that yields good revenues for
clients as well as delivers lossless audio streaming.

Initial Stage Development of Pinnacle Hip-Hop
We started the project after engaging in a kick-off meeting with the clients. To have a clear
roadmap of the project, we understood each pain point of the client. We analyzed the market
and set goals accordingly. Then we picked essential technologies to create the
subscription-based streaming platform.

For back-end development, our team picked Laravel. Our team chooses the framework as it
comes with a lot of pre-built functionalities that help with faster time to market. However, it
provides built-in support for user authentication and blocks malware activities. Besides this, it
has a unified API that speeds up time-consuming responsibilities and manages web traffic
with efficiency.

Secondly, we used other technologies as the programming language. The technology has
code readability and maintenance capabilities, making it the perfect choice for the project.
Moreover, the code we used has an extra layer of quality control that occurs in fewer
crashes. Plus, it also offers massive speed advantages during project development.

Next, our team chose MySQL for managing the database. Not only does it have reliable data
security layers, but it ensures 24x7 uptime as well, thereby ensuring excellent project
performance with no downtime issues.

For the payment solution, we used a reliable solution. The payment option we used provides
dedicated merchant accounts with substantial customization options. However, it supports
different currencies and helps merchants meet PCI standards. Besides this, the payment
solution accepts all major credit and debit cards, popular digital wallets, thereby offering
enormous flexibility.

Our development team focused on developing the most scalable, inexpensive, and reliable
infrastructure to run feature-rich solutions. The low-latency storage solution used for platform
development helps manage and retrieve data whenever required. Additionally, it protects
data against network issues, hardware failures, and power problems.



Solution Provided by Our Team
Our well-defined development process and implementation of a modern tech stack helped
us build the online music streaming platform. To meet our client's needs and provide them
with the best solution we have planned the development process after dividing it into
different modules. We build a streaming solution for users and artists to download, upload,
and stream music.

Our Contributions Includes:

A Feature-rich Admin Panel
Our development team developed a powerful admin panel that helps admin easily manage:

● Music artists;
● Listeners;
● Playlists;
● Settings;
● Payments/Subscriptions;
● Music Uploads.

The admin panel has a straightforward design layout that makes navigation a breeze. It
makes it easier for the admin to manage and handle everything efficiently.

Quick Registration
The quick registration process makes it easier for listeners and artists to access the solution
whenever and wherever they want.

● Enable login through email or another way of their choice;
● Facilitate password resetting.

After all, the registration process, when done right, can trigger massive user retention.

Easy Uploads
Emerging musicians and artists can easily upload their work on the streaming platform. They
can stream the songs from the online catalogs.

Custom Music Content
Admin is facilitated to custom-built the music content. The music streaming solution screen
will display the song cover at the top and describe it at the bottom. It helps our clients to offer
a personalized user experience to listeners and artists as well.

Curated Playlists
Pinnacle Hip-Hop facilitates used to enjoy their playlist based on Rock, Hip-hop, Jazz, etc. It
ensures to satisfy different moods including workout, party, travel, cook, etc.

Advanced Search



The search feature enables users to explore new genres of music, connect with music
creators, find rising talents, and discover new tracks as well. Our team added it to the
platform to provide complete control to the streaming platform.

Valued Feedback
We incorporated a TextView in the streaming platform to help users share their valued
feedback and reviews about specific albums, artists, or songs.

Engaging UI/UX
We aimed to provide a platform interface clutter-free and clean. Our designers used a soft
background with visible fonts and used minimal icons. Besides this, our team added a grid
layout that provides an organized and modern look to the UI/UX.

Flexible Storage
We used a practical storage solution because it helps:

● Process and stream large audio files;
● Create space for growing music collection;
● Balance loads caused by high-quality music uploads.

Smart Monetization Approaches
We monetized the streaming platform with a subscription-based model wherein each new
artist who wants to upload their music to the streaming platform must pay a certain fee to the
client for every upload. We integrated this model to help clients earn excellent revenues from
musicians willing to put out great content for the listeners worldwide.

End-to-end Solutions
We provide end-to-end solutions for the project, starting from analysis, integration, design,
development, testing, hosting, and release of content on the streaming platform.

Music artists can use the streaming platform for marketing their music and growing their fan
base as well. Listeners can easily download the platform to stream high-fidelity music for
free.

Full-scale Development
By including all the primary features, Alphanso Tech turned the simple platform into a
full-scale solution, Pinnacle Hip-Hop. It looks distinct and has the potential to drive significant
revenues. Our development team has crafted an effective solution to help the client gain an
edge in the music streaming space.


